QUESTIONS ON CURRENT AFFAIRS OF NOVEMBER 2019

1. In which country was the Sawasdee PM Modi programme held in November 2019?
   a. Thailand  b. Indonesia  c. USA  d. Japan

2. What is the duration of call ring in mobile phones as fixed by TRAI in November 2019?
   a. 20 seconds  b. 30 seconds  c. 40 seconds  d. 60 seconds

3. What is the name of the first containerised cargo vessel flagged off from Haldia in West Bengal to Guwahati on inland waterways and through Bangladesh?
   a. MV Kameshwari  b. MV Subhash  c. MV Tagore  d. MV Maheswari

4. Which state was severely affected by Cyclone Bulbul in November 2019?
   a. West Bengal  b. Tamil Nadu  c. Karnataka  d. Gujarat

5. A newly discovered species of which of the following insects was named after former Indian cricketer Sachin Tendulkar?

6. Suranga Bawadi, an ancient system of supplying water through tunnels was included in the monument watch list by World Monuments Fund. In which state is this system located?

7. Which country was the partner country at the India International Trade Fair 2019 held in November 2019?
   a. South Korea  b. Afghanistan  c. Bangladesh  d. Japan

8. Which of the following was the focus country at the India International Trade Fair 2019 held in November 2019?
   a. South Korea  b. Afghanistan  c. Bangladesh  d. Japan

9. Which landmark session of Rajya Sabha was held during November-December 2019?
   a. 200<sup>th</sup>  b. 225<sup>th</sup>  c. 250<sup>th</sup>  d. 275<sup>th</sup>

10. What is the duration of call ring in landline phones as fixed by TRAI in November 2019?
    a. 30 seconds  b. 40 seconds  c. 60 seconds  d. 100 seconds
11. Against which country did India play its maiden day-night test match in Kolkata in November 2019?

12. Who of the following was declared the Most Valuable Player trophy of the Davis Cup 2019 edition?

13. Akkitham Achutan Namboodri, the recipient of 55th Jnanpith Award is a writer in which language?
   a. Malayalam       b. Tamil       c. Kannada       d. Tulu

14. Ma Gridhah Kasyasvidhanam (Do not be greedy for anyone’s wealth) is the motto of which of the following?
   a. Election Commission   b. Information Commission
   c. Supreme Court of India   d. Lokpal

15. Which of the following was chosen as the Oxford Word of the Year 2019?
   a. Climate Action       b. Climate Change
   c. Climate Emergency       d. Climate Scientist

16. Which team won the Davis Cup 2019?
   a. Canada       b. Spain       c. Switzerland       d. Serbia

17. What is the position of India in the list of countries most affected by terrorism as reflected in the Global Terrorism Index 2019?
   a. Fourth       b. Fifth       c. Sixth       d. Seventh

18. Who of the following has been named the PETA India Person of the Year 2019?
   a. Virat Kohli       d. Deepika Padukone
   c. Saina Nehwal       d. Ranvir Singh

19. Against which of the following Presidents did Shri TN Seshan contest the Presidential elections?
   a. Shri Shankar Dayal Sharma       b. Shri KR Narayanan
   c. Shri APJ Abdul Kalam       d. Smt Pratibha Patil

20. SAANS programme launched by the Govt aims to reduce child mortality due to which of the following diseases?
a. Measles   b. Chicken pox   c. Pneumonia   d. Diphtheria

21. The National Institute of Sowa-Rigpa has been approved to be set up in Leh. Sowa-Rigpa is a –
   a. Type of hill area cereal   b. System of Medicine
   c. Dance form   d. Type of mountain animal

22. Exercise Zair-Al-Bahr (Roar of the sea) was a maritime exercise conducted by the navies of India and –
   a. Oman   b. Bangladesh   c. Egypt   d. Qatar

23. Itamaraty Palace was the venue of 11th BRICS Summit in November 2019 which is located in

24. Who of the following has become the first Indian to take a hat trick in T20 internationals?

25. Gulab Kothari, the recipient of Raja Ram Mohan Roy Award for excellence in journalism is associated with –

26. Which of the following films was awarded the Golden Peacock Award for the Best Film at the 50th International Film Festival of India?

27. Who of the following has been chosen to be awarded the Indira Gandhi Peace Prize 2019?
   a. David Attenborough   b. Bill Clinton
   c. Al Gore   d. Barack Obama

28. Who of the following was chosen the World Athlete of the Year 2019 by World Athletics (formerly IAAF)?

29. Which Indian cricketer has become the first male cricketer from the country to play 100 T20 internationals?
30. Who of the following won the Best Actor (Female) Award at the 50th International Film Festival of India?
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